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"Statistics is a branch of applied mathematics" 



Papers in The Statistician (1998, Vol 47: 239-290)  

Peter Sprent (University of Dundee)  

Stephen Senn (Glasgow University)   

David Hand (Imperial College)   

Rosemary Bailey (Queen Mary & Westfield College, London)  

Contributions to the Discussion 

John Nelder (Imperial College)  



Peter Sprent (University of Dundee) 

Statistics and mathematics - trouble at the interface?  

"The value and importance of mathematics both in the structure of statistical theory and 

as a tool for the statistician are not disputed, but it is argued that using unnecessary or 

statistically irrelevant mathematics in presenting material that is potentially useful to 

statistician hinders the dissemination and wider adoption of useful ideas by making it 

difficult to extract the statistically relevant content"       
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Partially balanced incomplete block designs with two classes 

 

Developed from balanced incomplete block designs 

 

Generalisation that provided tenure for the authors but little else 

 

Perhaps of interest to those interested in combinatorics  
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Mathematics: governess or handmaiden?  

"Mathematics is essential to statistics. Nevertheless, overemphasising the 

mathematical aspects of a statistical problem can cause the statistician to lose sight of 

important issues and distort the process of statistical reasoning. Mathematical 

manipulation from model to solution is only one link in a chain of statistical reasoning, 

and statistics must be concerned with the strength of the chain as a whole"       
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Multiple testing - adjustments to control Type I error rate 

 

Multiple variations on several themes, with many pages of algebra 

 

Controlling Type I error appropriate? Reduces power? 

 

Hypothesis-generation vs hypothesis-testing   
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Breaking misconceptions: statistics and its relationship to mathematics  

"Statistics is about solving real problems. An undue emphasis on its mathematical 

foundations is detrimental to the discipline . Although mathematics lies at its core, 

statistics as a discipline involves several essential components beyond mathematics. 

Notable among these are an appreciation of the concepts and methods of the area to 

which statistical techniques are being applied and computational skills."   
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foundations is detrimental to the discipline . Although mathematics lies at its core, 

statistics as a discipline involves several essential components beyond mathematics. 
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which statistical techniques are being applied and computational skills."  

George Box (1996)  

Statistics should be regarded as part of science - "while it is an essential part of 

scientific method to rigorously explore the consequences of assumed knowledge its 

paramount purpose is of course the discovery of new knowledge" 



Rosemary Bailey (University of London) 

The appropriate use of mathematics within statistics  

"Mathematics uses precise language and precise statements. those statements are 

justified by logically argued proofs. Mathematics unifies examples and generalises 

them to a broader theory. I argue that statistics can and should use these approaches 

to become more relevant to the problems that it tackles, not less."  
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Design of experiments with real experiments in mind 

 

Studied mathematics at Cambridge 

 

Intuition and practical insight developed early on? 
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Contribution to the Discussion  

"... I fear that the bad influence of mathematics has been to encourage statisticians to 

look to mathematicians for approval, instead of to scientists... I do not see any 

improvement unless we reform our nomenclature... 'mathematical statistics' should 

become 'statistical mathematics'; I believe that 'statistics' should become 'statistical 

science' so that the tautologous 'applied statistics' could be quietly forgotten. Unless we 

do something soon the decline of our subject... will continue."  
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Bryan Manly - Statistical Ecologist 

 

Robert Dorazio and Andy Royle - Hierarchical Models in Ecology: 

Inference in Population, Metapopulation, and Community Ecology
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Mathematical respectability?

 

Scientific relevance? 
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Exact solution to wrong problem 
or 

Approximate solution to right problem?
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"I wish I knew more mathematics"

  

Stephen Senn

 



"Statistics is a wonderful discipline. It has it all: mathematics 

and philosophy, analysis and empiricism, as well as 

applicability, relevance and the fascination of data...   

Statisticians are engaged in an exhausting but exhilarating 

struggle with the biggest challenge that philosophy makes to 

science: how do we translate information into knowledge?  

Statistics deals with the very essence of the universe: chance 

and contingency are its discourse and statisticians know the 

vocabulary."  
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Advert for "Chance and Death: Chance, Risk and Health" by Stephen Senn 


